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Desmond Tutu, a Nobel laureate, renowned South African activist, and retired Anglican 
archbishop who gained worldwide fame as a steadfast opponent of Apartheid, described the need 
for the establishment of the South African Truth and Reconciliation Commission (TRC) in these 
words: “Unlike the Allies, who after Nuremberg [the war crimes trials following World War II] 
could pack up and go home, we in South Africa had to continue to live together.”

We from the region of the former Yugoslavia, which in the recent past, during the wars and 
the collapse of the former common state, was the scene of horrific crimes and grave violations 
of human rights, may repeat Desmond Tutu’s simple statement. To achieve reconciliation, 
cooperation, progress, and to be free from fear, the truth is a prerequisite.

In her article, Nora Ahmetaj warns that from an emotional and psycho-social point of view, a 
victim does not find peace when the criminal gets convicted, because “the victim and survivor 
find peace only when their suffering and pain are publicly accepted and recognized.” It is only 
“when victims, criminals and members of society come together to find a solution, that the results 
can be transformative.”

It is precisely such a transformation that the Initiative for RECOM aims to bring as an 
independent fact-finding commission on war crimes and serious violations of human rights. 
The Initiative is presently at a turning point, facing new challenges. After the completion of the 
consultation process and following the adoption of RECOM’s Draft Statute on March 26, 2011, 
the Coalition for RECOM launched a new phase, which began as part of a dialogue among 
civil society organizations, in order to transform the Initiative into a transnational project of 
transitional justice. And that is the most important task of the new Team of Regional Advocates, 
which this issue of ! The Voice introduces.

The task of the advocates is not easy, but it is encouraging that in their work they can rely not only 
on the support of 542,660 citizens, who pledged their support to the Initiative with their signature, 
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nor just on the 155 renowned artists and intellectuals from the region who in a separate letter to 
heads of states in the region supported the establishment of RECOM, but also on the support of 
more than 1,800 collective or individual members of the Coalition.

The Initiative for RECOM boasts respectable international support as well: it has been included 
in the important Enlargement Strategy of the European Commission, which notes that the 
Commission, as indicated in section 2.3 of the document, carefully monitors activities like 
the Initiative for RECOM that enhance regional cooperation and reconciliation, since they 
are essential for the stability and European integration. The Initiative for RECOM enjoys the 
unreserved support of the High Commissioner for Human Rights (OHCHR) and the UNDP 
Regional Bureau for Europe and the Commonwealth of Independent States (CIS). Experts at the 
New York-based International Center for Transitional Justice (ICTJ) also emphasize the great 
potential of the Initiative.

All this because of the most important goal, stated at the 
beginning of the text – to transform our societies by way 
of the truth, and thus create conditions to live together in 
peace again. This, ultimately, leads to reconciliation.

Igor Mekina

A new challenge has emerged for the Coalition for RECOM: the transformation of the Initiative 
for RECOM from a civil response to the difficult legacy of the past, into an interstate project 
of transitional justice. This task of transformation will be carried out by the Team of Regional 
Advocates (TRA), which includes the university professors Zarko Puhovski, Zdravko Grebo, 

 
 

I have never hurt a fly in my life, nor would 
I want to. I do not want revenge. I have ... 
I know the people who killed her. All of 
them. And who did me so much harm. But 
that should serve them. 
(Smail Durakovic)

The task of RECOM is to answer the five 
journalistic questions about the war: ‘Who, 
Where, When, What and “How’. The ‘Why’ 
will be left to historians, sociologists and 
various interpreters. 
(Dragoljub Dusko Vukovic) 
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and Biljana Vankovska, theater and film director Dino Mustafic, journalists Igor Mekina, 
Dinko Gruhonjic and Dusko Vukovic, and Natasa Kandic, a human rights defender. Team 
members from Kosovo are currently being selected.

The consultation process on a regional approach to establishing the facts about war crimes was 
completed with the adoption of RECOM’s Draft Statute on March 26, 2011. The new TRAs were 
presented to the Coalition for RECOM on April 11, 2011 at a meeting in Zagreb, which was assembled 
to plan new activities and strategies that will contribute to the institutionalization of the Initiative for 
RECOM. Zarko Puhovski and Dino Mustafic emphasized that the regional team of advocates, during 
its meetings with politicians in the region, will insist on the goals and objectives contained in the Draft 
Statute of RECOM, and that the views of the Coalition for RECOM will be sought for any modification 
or different approach in any country in the region.

Zarko Puhovski 
(Croatia)

Zarko Puhovski has been Professor of Political Philosophy at the University of Zagreb since 
1975. He taught at universities in Berlin, Frankfurt, London, Brighton, Celovec (Klagenfurt) and 
Valencia as a visiting and guest professor. He is a member of the Council of the Ethicon Institute 
in Los Angeles, and a Scientific Director of the European Peace University in Stadtschlaining, 
Austria. He was the editor of a number of journals: Ideas (1970-1973), Cultural Worker (1971-

!Who are  
the Members 
of the Team 
of Regional 
Advocates?
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1982), Praxis (1973-1975), Teka (1975), and Philosophical Research (1980-1986). He is a co-
founder and program founder of the first alternative political organizations in Yugoslavia, UJDI 
(Association for Yugoslav Democratic Initiative) in 1988, and of the Croatian Helsinki Committee 
(CHC) in 1993. He was awarded with European Club of Rectors Extraordinary Award for Peace 
and against Xenophobia in 1993.

Zdravko Grebo 
(Bosnia and 

Herzegovina)

Zdravko Grebo is a Professor of Theory of Law at the Law School in Sarajevo. He was the 
founder of the city radio ZID and the ZID publishing company, both of which operated during 
the siege of Sarajevo. Professor Grebo is also Director of the International Graduate School in 
European Studies at the Law School in Sarajevo. He was awarded the European Club of Rectors 
Extraordinary Award for Peace and against Xenophobia, the Roosevelt medal and the French 
Légion d’honneur. Grebo is known for challenging the “political truth” and for his belief in facts.

Dino Mustafic 
(Bosnia and 

Herzegovina)

Dino Mustafic is a Bosnian film and theater director. He is a Director of the International Theatre 
Festival MESS, in Sarajevo. He has directed documentaries, music programs and plays. His first 
feature film Remake, based on an idea by Zlatko Topcic, was premiered at the International Film 
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Festival in Rotterdam in 2003, where it was selected as one of the five best films of the Festival. 
Also in 2003, Mustafic’s Remake scooped the Best Debut Film and the Best Actor awards in 
San Francisco and in Munich it won the One Future Award. Dino Mustafic works in Sarajevo, 
Mostar, Skopje, Prishtina/Prishtinë, Belgrade, Zagreb, Rijeka, Ljubljana, Maribor, Trieste, Sofia, 
and elsewhere across the region. His plays are being performed across the region of the former 
Yugoslavia, as well as at festivals in Germany, Egypt, Italy, Spain, Colombia, Costa Rica, Mexico 
and in other locations around the world. 

Biljana Vankovska 
(Macedonia)

Biljana Vankovska is a Professor 
of Political Science and Military 
Law at the Department of 
Security, Defense and Peace, Faculty of Philosophy at the University of Skopje, and lectures in 
the Department of Sociology and Social Work. She leads the Masters Program in Peace and 
Development, and teaches graduate classes in European Studies. She is a Fellow at the European 
Institute of Peace (Stadtschlaining, Austria), and was a guest lecturer at the Geneva Center for 
Democratic Control of Armed Forces (DCAF) 2001-2002, as well as at the Copenhagen Peace 
Research Institute 1997-2000. Since 1999 she has been an international consultant for the 
Transnational Foundation for Peace and Future Studies in Lund, Sweden.

Professor Vankovska has published nine books and over a hundred articles, most of them in 
English. She is a member of several international associations, such as the Research Committee 
on Armed Forces and Security (IPSA), ISA, IPRA, EuPRA, IUS on the armed forces and security 
and ERGOMAS. 
In her scholarly work she is focused on civil-military relations, security in the Balkans, 
international relations and peace building. She is the Editor-in-Chief of the Security Dialogue 
journal and an editor of several other international journals.
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Igor Mekina 
(Slovenia)

Igor Mekina is a journalist and publicist from Ljubljana, Slovenia, a regular contributor to the 
weekly Mladina and a columnist for a number of Slovenian magazines and electronic media 
outlets. He is a director of the NGO Civic Link, which was the first in Slovenia, back in 1994, to 
regognise the category of ‘erased’ citizens. Meina was the first to write about the issue critically in 
an edition of the weekly Mladina. 

Igor Mekina began his journalism career at Radio Student in Ljubljana in 1986. Since 1988 he has 
been an investigative reporter for Mladina, and he reported for the magazine from all areas of the 
former Yugoslavia, before and after its break-up. He worked as a correspondent and commentator 
in the Slovenian newsroom of RAI in Trieste, for Warreport, London, and for Radio Berlin. He 
published articles in Croatian newspapers and magazines (Vijesnik and Globus), in the Serbian 
(Vreme, Danas, NIN, Politika), Albanian (Media Shqiptaire) and other foreign media (EastWest, 
Worldmedia, Radio Agora, BBC, RFI). From 1998 to 2002 he was editor of the Alternative 
Information Network (AIM) in Slovenia. From 2004 until 2008 Igor worked as an editor of 
international politics with Ljubljana’s Dnevnik, where, on the occasion of the fiftieth anniversary 
of the paper, his fellow journalists described him as “an indestructible polemicist.” Mekina 
strongly believes that Slovenia can contribute to a more complete picture of the common past by 
participating in the establishment of 
RECOM.

Dragoljub 
Dusko Vukovic 

(Montenegro)

Dragoljub Dusko Vukovic is a journalist with thirty years of experience. As a journalist and 
editor, he has worked in radio, newspapers and magazines. He was Bureau Chief for Montenegro 
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for Borba and Nasa Borba. He has occasionally worked with agencies and in TV journalism. 
Dragoljub is the founder and first editor in chief of the online newspaper www.pcnen.com. For 
seven years he was the training coordinator and journalism trainer at the Media Institute of 
Montenegro. He is currently a freelance journalist, independent media expert and trainer. He 
feels moral responsibility for all crimes in the former Yugoslavia and is now a tireless advocate for 
the recognition and respect for all victims, regardless of their nationality and religion.

Natasa Kandic 
(Serbia)

Natasa Kandic is the founder and Executive Director of the Humanitarian Law Center. She 
is the holder of a number of awards and prizes: Human Rights Watch Award (1993); US 
and EU Democracy and Civil Society Award (1998); Martin Ennals Award (1999); Lawyers’ 
Committee for Human Rights Award (1999); NED Democracy Award 2000 (with Veton Suroi); 
Geuzenpenning 2000 Award (with Veton Suroi); Roger E. Joseph Prize, awarded by the Hebrew 
Union College – Jewish Institute of Religion (2000); Alexander Langer Prize (with Vjosa Dobruna, 
2000); Civil Courage Prize (2000); CEELI Award (2003); and the Homo Homini, People in Need 
Foundation (2004). On May 31, 2001 she was awarded an honorary doctorate by the University 
of Valencia. She was 36th on the Time list of European heroes for 2003, and included in the Jubilee 
list of ‘60 Years of Heroes’ in a  special edition of Time in 2006. Kandic became an honorary 
citizen of Sarajevo on September 29, 2005. She is the recipient of the Order of Danica Hrvatska 
for her efforts and achievements in establishing contacts between Serbia and Croatia, and for the 
successful resolution of the legal consequences of the war. Kandic is a member of the Advisory 
Board of the Center for Democracy of the Weiser Center for Emerging Democracies at the 
University of Michigan.
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Dinko Gruhonjic 
(Serbia/Vojvodina)

Dinko Gruhonjic is the Bureau Chief of the Beta Agency in Novi Sad, President of the 
Independent Journalists’ Association of Vojvodina, and an associate at the Department of Media 
Studies, Faculty of Philosophy at Novi Sad University. As a journalist, editor or associate he 
has worked for Reuters, France Press, Radio Free Europe, Radio 021, Radio Pancevo, and the 
independent newspapers, Bulevar, Reporter, NIN, Novi prelom. He has also been a correspondent 
for the Radio Deutsche Welle. Dinko received the Dusan Bogavac award for journalistic ethics 
and courage for 2011, the Award for tolerance given by the Assembly of Vojvodina in 2010, the 
Award for fighting discrimination in 2009 and the Award for the Promotion of Human Rights 
awarded by the Provincial Ombudsman in 2008. Gruhonjic is committed to RECOM ideas 
because, as he often says, of the victims and future generations, to whom facts and not falsehoods 
should be left as a legacy.

As the launch of the advocacy phase has marked a big leap forward, the discussion at the 
Regional meeting of the Coalition for RECOM, held on November 4, 2011 in Zagreb, was focused 

!Members  
of the Coalition 
for RECOM and 
Advocates on  
the ‘Hard Core’  
of the Draft  
Statute 
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primarily on the new roles that all members of 
the Coalition will have to assume.

In the introductory session of the first part of the 
meeting, entitled ‘The Role of the Coalition for 
RECOM in advocacy for RECOM,’ Natasa Kandic 
reported on the activities and events that had taken 
place since the Fourth Parliamentary Session of the 
Coalition for RECOM and the First International 
Forum for Transitional Justice (Sarajevo, June 25-

26, 2011). Kandic listed the following publications: 
The RECOM Process, a report on the process of RECOM since its beginning in May 2006 through to 
August 2011; ‘The Analysis of Public Criticism and Support for the Initiative for RECOM,’ ‘Questions 
and Answers,’ and the Letter of Support issued by renowned intellectuals and artists from the region for 
the establishment of RECOM. The second important activity, stressed Kandic, was the formation of the 
Initiative’s Regional Team of Advocates as proposed by the members of the Coalition for RECOM.

Nora Ahmetaj invited members of the Coalition to begin to cooperate with those associations of 
victims’ families and victims’ associations which have not been supportive of RECOM so far, or 
which have not been included because they had not known about RECOM. Ahmetaj conveyed 
her positive impressions of the meeting with deputies of the Parliament of Kosovo: members who 
had been engaged in the struggle for human rights were already very positive, she said, although 
there were skeptics among the deputies. In addition, Ahmetaj informed participants that the 
Activities Coordination Group for RECOM in Kosovo had held a meeting with the Secretary of 
the Kosovan Parliament, at which he explained in detail the procedures that must be fulfilled for 
the Initiative for RECOM to be put on the Parliamentary agenda.

Vesna Terselic informed participants about Platform 112, a group of organizations for the protection 
and promotion of human rights in Croatia, established for the purpose of monitoring human rights 
and the rule of law in the context of the final phase of negotiations between Croatia and the European 
Union. The group will advocate, among other things, for the establishment of RECOM .

Zarko Puhovski presented a brief analysis of the future advocacy process: the RECOM process 
now moves to a political level, losing-out somewhat content-wise, but gaining in power. ‘Content 
loss’ will manifest itself primarily in the demands of politicians that the RECOM Draft Statute 
be amended. With regard to possible changes in the Draft Statute, the Coalition for RECOM will 
be tasked to, as promptly as possible, determine which clauses and provisions must stay in the 
Statute, and which, if necessary, may be given up.

Aleksandar Zekovic reminded participants that the success of the advocacy depended on 
whether the coalition could manage to convince ‘the other side’ of the correctness of its 
positions and views. Zekovic offered several concrete proposals for the advocacy phase: 

I fear that after the International Tribunal 
in the Hague closes its doors, politicians 
in our countries will decide to continue the 
process only through war crimes trials before 
national courts. It is a slow process that will 
take another twenty years, and even then will 
not be completed. (Katarina Kruhonja)
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greater international support; addressing important political agents individually; meeting with 
parliamentary groups and keeping politicians better informed.

Borka Rudic said the Team of Regional Advocates (TRA) would have the full support of the 
Association of Journalists of Bosnia and Herzegovina. She added that all media outlets in the region 
had printed or broadcast the Letter of Support from artists and intellectuals from the region, and 
suggested that other social groups that could provide support for RECOM be identified.

Goran Taleski expressed strong support for the appointment of Professor Biljana Vankovska as 
the public advocate from Macedonia, and urged the Coalition to become more involved in the 
process of advocacy, stressing that the burden of this phase should not just be borne by members 
of the TRA. Although the European Commission report for each country in the region states its 
‘support to RECOM,’ no real support had been given, he said. There were, however, some positive 
developments in this area too: the Democratic Party of Macedonia had pledged to publicly 
support the RECOM process in mid November

Jovana Kolaric, from the civic center of Vojvodina, said her 
organization, as it could not contribute financially, would 
invest its social capital into the operation of the Coalition. 
Small organizations like hers, she explained, could promote 
the Initiative for RECOM, for example, among small 
communities and in the local media.

With regard to future activities, Nora Ahmetaj proposed that the Kosovan Coalition for RECOM 
organize a regional meeting in Kosovo. Ljilja Spasic, from Civic Action in Pancevo, said she planned 
to secure the financial means to organize a public debate about RECOM in Pancevo by the end of May 
2012. The TV program Locally Global, which RTV Pancevo broadcasts on Fridays, was, she said, a 
good platform for the Initiative for RECOM. In addition, a memorial plaque to all the victims of wars 
in the former Yugoslavia could be put up in Pancevo, and this would be a good opportunity to mention 
RECOM. Nikola Knezevic, from the Center for Interdisciplinary Studies of Religion, suggested that 
a dialogue about a support for RECOM be initiated with religious authorities and representatives of 
different denominations. Some suggested that round-tables on RECOM be organized in Ljubljana 
and Podgorica, to be managed by Igor Mekina and Mirela Rebronja. On behalf of the Women’s 
Safe House in Montenegro, Ljiljana Raicevic reminded everyone that the Montenegrin Women’s 
Peace Initiative, a group of non-governmental organizations working for women’s rights, was ready 
to support the RECOM process as much as it could. Radmilo Golijanin said the Network for Peace-
Building, a group of non-governmental organizations, could create a project that would promote 
RECOM. Maja Micic stressed that the Youth Initiative for Human Rights had been raising funds for 
youth activities within the RECOM process.

Igor Mekina emphasized that the Coalition must promptly respond to the attacks in the media 
and, where necessary, rely on local laws to exercise the right to correction. Dzenana Karup-Drusko 

The victim and survivor find peace 
only when their pain and suffering are 
accepted and acknowledged publicly ...
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supported Mekina’s view, as silence, she said, implied consent and approval. Darko Sokovic noted 
that those who attacked the RECOM process lacked arguments to back-up their claims, but were 
victorious rhetorically. It was therefore necessary to know how to use rhetorical tricks and emotional 
arguments in favor of the Initiative for RECOM, and employ them at the beginning of every 
newspaper article that supported the idea of RECOM.

November 15, 2011, Assistant Secretary-General for Human Rights, Mr. Ivan Simonovic, held a 
meeting at the UN headquarters in New York with a delegation from RECOM, and expressed the 
unequivocal support of the High Commissioner for Human Rights (OHCHR) for the Initiative for 
the establishment of RECOM. Mr. Simonovic said the Office of the High Commissioner would 
assist in coordinating communication between national institutions authorized to make decisions 

! Podrška Inicijativi za osnivanje REKOM od strane 
Visokog komesara za ljudska prava UN i Programa za 
razvoj (UNDP) 

!High  
Commissioner for 
Human Rights and 
the UN Development 
Program (UNDP) 
pledge support for the 
Initiative for RECOM 
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on the establishment of RECOM, the joint regional fact-finding commission on war crimes and 
victims.

At a meeting with the delegation from the Coalition for RECOM, held on November 16, 
2011 in New York, the Deputy Director of the UNDP’s Regional Bureau for Europe and the 
Commonwealth of Independent States, Mr. Haoliang Xu, gave his strong support to the Initiative 
for RECOM. On behalf of the UNDP, Mr. Xu expressed a readiness to use the organization’s 
presence in post-Yugoslav countries to promote the establishment of RECOM.

The RECOM delegation also met with the experts from the International Center for Transitional 
Justice to discuss the inclusion of state institutions of post-Yugoslav countries in the RECOM 
process. The founding of an official regional, inter-state commission for the establishment of facts 
about war crimes and victims, depends on these national institutions.

Students from the New York School of Law met the delegation and spoke about the Initiative for 
RECOM, specifically in the context of its support from a wide range of civil society groups.

The delegation of the Coalition for RECOM were Natasa Kandic (Humanitarian Law Center, 
Serbia), Igor Mekina (journalist and writer, Slovenia), Dino Mustafic (theater and film director, 
Bosnia and Herzegovina), Dzenana Karup-Drusko (journalist, Bosnia and Herzegovina), 
Daliborka Uljarevic (Center for Civic Education, Montenegro), Avni Malenica (‘22 mai’ 
Association of Victims, Kosovo), Vesna Terselic (Documenta, Croatia), Maja Micic (Youth 
Initiative for Human Rights, Serbia) and Mario Mazic (Youth Initiative for Human Rights, 
Croatia).

To achieve reconciliation, progress, to be free 
from fear and to cooperate, the truth is the first 
condition. (Igor Mekina)
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At the International Conference ‘Dealing with a Past Left Unsaid – Challenges and Opportunities 
for Institutions and Civil Society Actors,’ organized by the Association of Local Democracy 
Agencies (ALDA) in Strasbourg on November 21-23, 2011, the RECOM process attracted 
considerable interest and attention from conference participants. Tanja Nikolic and Darija 
Maric, representatives of Documenta, and Jelena Grujic, representative of the Humanitarian Law 
Center, presented the Initiative for RECOM at the conference. Participants read the promotional 
materials and publications about RECOM with great interest, and most of the inquiries during 
the Q&A session concerned the impact of the statutes of existing Truth and Reconciliation 
Commissions on the RECOM Draft Statute, and the probability of RECOM’s institutionalization 
in the near future. As is often the case with the RECOM process, the professional community 
was thrilled by the idea that RECOM could bring together all the victims of armed conflicts in the 
region, and so minimize the consequences of war on all sides.

The Coalition has launched a new phase 
in order to transform the Initiative for 
RECOM into an inter-state project for 
transitional justice.

! Izuzetno interesovanje za REKOM na 
Konferenciji ALDA u Strazburu

!Great  
interest in  
RECOM at the  
ALDA  
Conference in    
   Strasbourg 
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Peaceful coexistence is not the reality in all of the countries of the former Yugoslavia, which 
emerged from the conflict. More broadly, the effects of that conflict are of great importance 
for Europe: an illusion of a Europe that is historically beyond the possibility of war has been 
shattered. These dramatic words, written in the official conference program, marked the 
beginning of a conference held in Klagenfurt, 
Austria (November 29 - December 1, 2011), 
entitled ‘The war(s) in Yugoslavia – Twenty Years 
On,’ organized by the Alpen-Adria University 
and Lakeside Science & Technology Park in 
Klagenfurt. Ekkehard Krippendorf, a renowned 
political theorist and a pioneer of peace studies 
in German-speaking countries, attended the 
conference. Katarina Kruhonja and Valdete 
Idrizi familiarized the conference participants 
with the RECOM Initiative. Deutsche Welle and 
Neue Kärntner Tageszeitung wrote about the 
event. Below are excerpts from their articles.

What lessons have we learned from the wars 
in the former Yugoslavia?

The special theme of the conference was the 
process of reconciliation and interpretation 
of the events from the recent past. Katarina 
Kruhonja from the Center for Peace, Non-

!About  
RECOM,  
shattered illusions  
and peaceful  
co-existence  
   in Klagenfurt 
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violence and Human Rights from Osijek, introduced the visitors and conference participants 
to the RECOM Initiative, which, as she explained, was a unique opportunity to finally break 
the chain of violence. The violence emerges over and over again, because the bloodshed from 
previous armed conflicts has not been dealt with properly and thoroughly, and the facts have not 
been made clear.

“I fear that after the International Tribunal in The Hague closes its doors, politicians in our 
countries will decide to continue the process only through war crimes trials before national 
courts. It is a slow process that will take another twenty years, and even then will not have been 
completed. In this way, so many victims will not get satisfaction. And that is essential if we want 
to let go of the past and break that cycle which every now and then leads to new conflicts because 
the sufferings from previous armed conflicts have not been addressed,“ explained Katarina 
Kruhonja.

Emir Numanovic (Deutsche Welle, December 2, 2011)

Talk and learn from mistakes 

Direct communication – dialogue, opportunity and ability to express oneself, reversal of roles as 
a route to understanding – these, according to Ekkehard Krippendorf, are the general and most 
important remedies on the road to peace. Fortunately, no one talks about the ‘culture of war’ any 
longer. Having learned, through  experience, that we cannot make any progress by way of intellect 
only, and that (to paraphrase Schiller) the way to the head must be opened through the heart, 
we must, according to Krippendorf, try to understand the reality of the ‘other side,’ because role 
reversal is a means for accepting the past. 

Executive Director of Community-Building Mitrovica, Valdete Idrizi, from Kosovo (where the situation 
is once again rather sensitive), advised Europe to take the conflicts of the 1990s as an important lesson: 
“Let’s talk about them in order not to make the same mistake again.” Her peace mission taught her that 
the way to understand something was to listen. “My brother was killed in the clashes in Bosnia. And we 
still don’t know where all the Bosnians can be found,” said one Bosnian woman. She is a living example of 
the need to overcome the past. Peace initiatives such as RECOM, which allow dealing with the past and 
work towards reconciliation that transcends nations and countries, are carried out by individuals in civil 
society so that the pursuit of justice is not stifled by politicians and their individual interests. Europe is 
now being asked to support such efforts toward peace.

Ulrike Hartmann from the Austrian Embassy in Sarajevo pointed to the “ambitious requirements” 
set by agreements on stabilization and accession to the EU: “The prospect of EU accession 
can serve as an engine to lead one country through to a functioning democracy, but European 
projects cannot be simply transferred to the regional level.”

(Neue Kärntner Tageszeitung, December 4, 2011) 
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A public gathering ‘Regional Cooperation: Twenty Years Since the Attack on Vukovar’ was held on 
December 8 and 9, 2011 in Vukovar. The event was organized by the Center for Human Rights, Zagreb 
and the Documenta Center for Dealing with the Past, in cooperation with the City of Vukovar.

At the meeting, participants from Croatia, Slovenia, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Montenegro, 
Serbia, Macedonia and Kosovo debated the social and political aspects of war and the post-war 
reconstruction of Vukovar, the political prospects for regional cooperation as well as the ways to 
institutionalize RECOM in post-Yugoslav countries.

The mayor of Vukovar, Zeljko Sabo thanked the organizers and welcomed all the participants. He 
described the Initiative for RECOM as an effort which complemented Vukovar’s insistence on the 
need to have all crimes punished and the truth about the missing persons revealed.

Vesna Terselic from Documenta pointed out that no official records of the killed and injured have 
been compiled yet, which would include facts about the circumstances of suffering. She added that a 
gathering of this kind opens the space for discussions about the Initiative for RECOM, about regional 
cooperation and all that we need in order to establish the facts about all war victims, because today, 
twenty years after the war, it is obvious that the trials will not be able answer all our questions.

Mirko Kovacic spoke about his own experiences upon returning to Vukovar in 1998 and about 
the reasons for joining the Initiative for RECOM. He considered it a duty to ensure that our 
children and grandchildren do not have to dig through the archives and prove what happened. 
Our duty, he said, was to gather the facts about the events in this region.

Zarko Korac said that a reconciliation process did take place, especially after the Second World 
War, and that experiences of it differed greatly. He personally supported the Initiative for RECOM 
because he believed that it was extremely important to collect the facts and interpret them, 

!About  
regional 
cooperation: 
twenty years  
since the attack  
on Vukovar
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and to punish the perpertators. He pointed out that the reconciliation process was inherently 
asymmetrical (as it does not concern all parts of the region equally), that we had a problem 
with institutionalized interpretations of history, and that everyone remained shut in their own 
exclusivist interpretation, not only of the war but, what was even more problematic, of victims’ 
numbers as well.

Azem Vllasi emphasized the importance of RECOM in establishing the figures and facts about 
the wars and the crimes. He said he believed that the numbers were important, but also stressed 
the importance of knowing the circumstances under which people were killed and suffered. He 
pointed out that there was individual and collective guilt, though the latter ought not refer to the 
entire nation, but only its representatives, which is to say the political elite.

Amril Kulaglic, a member of RECOM’s Coordination Council, stressed that the process of dealing 
with the past helped him not to hate ‘the other’ and ‘different’ because, when he heard that others had 
had similar experiences of suffering, he could share with them his pain and his feelings. He said he 
believed that without a regional approach we would never know the truth about crimes, including the 
crimes committed in Srebrenica, which was the main reason why he joined the Initiative.

Peter Kuzmic expressed regret about the low level of support for the Initiative for RECOM in 
Croatia during the support signatures campaign. He believed that one of the reasons for this 
failure was the insufficient involvement of religious communities in the process of reconciliation. 
He highlighted a bad practice by which the suppression and cover-ups, one’s own violence 
becomes sacred, making the punishment of perpetrators and compassion with the victims from 
the other side, impossible.

Drago Pilsel, a journalist from Zagreb, commented on the new composition of the Croatian 
Parliament and expressed his concern about the Parliament’s unwillingness to establish RECOM 
because, as he said, a democratic shit may have taken place, but not a genuine democratic change. 
Tin Gazivoda reminded everyone that the RECOM Statute was a key element in the process of 
institutionalization. It remains to be seen, added Gazivoda, whether or not there was enough 
political will, and whether civil society had sufficient control over the process.

Tanja Fajon from the European Parliament addressed the gathering via a video and expressed her 
support for this event dedicated to the RECOM Initiative and taking place in the city of victims, 
Vukovar. She pointed out that recently a number of negative allegations about RECOM had 
appeared in a variety of media, but said that she trusted that the citizens and the victims would 
not believe such populist provocations. She believed that the role and mission of RECOM should 
be emphasized even more, because a very important initiative was at stake.

Koca Pavlovic, a Montenegrin MP, warned of possible pitfalls in the process of institutionalization 
of RECOM. One such pitfall he mentioned was a danger that the Initiative for RECOM would move 
in the direction of political mediation instead of the goals as defined by RECOM’s Draft Statute.
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Ivo Komsic asked about the way to legitimize everything that the Draft Statute of RECOM 
promotes. State institutions, non-governmental organizations, the media, The Hague Tribunal, 
religious organizations, and above all, the family, as a place of education in the micro-
environment – all these social segments must deal with the past, he said.  This is most difficult to 
achieve in the family, because families raise their children within different truth discourses. He 
proposed the formation of an informal parliamentary group which would deal with these issues, 
because that way any actions would receive public attention and legitimacy. Religious institutions 
and different congregations, must also be approached since there were, he believed, individuals 
within various church organizations who would be willing to take part in this dialogue.

Slobodan Uzelac said he believed that the idea of RECOM had a future in our societies and 
added that he had no doubt that support for it would grow. Institutionalization of RECOM was 
the tipping point which would show what should be done next.

Stefica Krstic from the Osijek Association of Victims of Homeland War publicly supported the 
Initiative for RECOM and urged that the process of advocacy include representatives of victims’ 
families’ associations, especially with regard to the push to accelerate the process of identification 
of exhumed remains.

The Group for Coordination of RECOM activities in Bosnia and Herzegovina met in Sarajevo on 
December 2, 2011. Regional advocates from Bosnia and Herzegovina, director Dino Mustafic and 
Professor Zdravko Grebo, met with members of the Coalition who confirmed their full support for the 
Team of Regional Advocates. The advocates’ promise to “reach all parts of Bosnia and Herzegovina” met 
enthusiastic approval, as well as their plans “to meet with key decision-makers in Bosnia and Herzegovina.”

 “The whole Coalition should take part in the process of advocacy so that more pressure is exerted on 
the general public,” said Zdravko Grebo. “Our response must be synchronized. In the next year we 
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must try to convince politicians that the establishment of RECOM is important,” said Dino Mustafic.

One segment of the meeting was devoted to proposals by members of the Coalition for RECOM 
from Bosnia and Herzegovina concerning the 
continuous public promotion of the idea of 
RECOM through various events which would 
“maintain and strengthen” the support for the 

establishment of this regional, inter-state body. It 
was proposed that each member-organization of the 

Coalition in Bosnia and Herzegovina that had its own office space would organize one or more 
RECOM-related events.

Participants at the meeting supported the establishment of the Center for Democracy and 
Transitional Justice, to be based in Banja Luka, as well as the initiative to establish the Center for 
Transitional Justice, which would be based in Sarajevo. Saban Ibrakovic said he would connect 
these organizations with eight local associations of former inmates from the Zenica-Doboj 
Canton. The Association of Journalists of Bosnia and Herzegovina offered its support to the 
advocacy process and to members of the Advocacy Team.

On December 12, 2011, the President of Montenegro, Mr. Filip Vujanovic, received a delegation 
of RECOM’s regional team – Ms. Natasa Kandic, Executive Director of the Humanitarian Law 
Center from Belgrade, Law School Professor at the University of Sarajevo, Zdravko Grebo, 
Mr. Dinko Gluhonjic, President of the Independent Journalists’ Association of Vojvodina, Mr. 
Dragoljub Dusko Vukovic, a journalist from Podgorica, and Mrs. Daliborka Uljarevic, Executive 
Director of the Center for Civic Education, Podgorica.

The European Commission carefully 
monitors such activities, since they are 
essential for the stability and European 
integration.
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At the meeting, participants agreed that establishing the facts about war crimes and other serious 
violations of human rights, and establishing the fate of missing persons from the wars of 1991-
2001 in the former Yugoslavia was extremely important for the process of dealing with the past 
and reconciliation in the region.

Below are excerpts from the article posted on the official website of the President of Montenegro 
– www.predsjednik.me – on December 12, 2011, along with excerpts of BETA’s report from the 
press conference held in Podgorica: 

The RECOM delegation expressed the need to expand the process of establishing the facts and 
transfer it to state commissions, which would be formed specifically to serve this purpose.

President Vujanovic emphasized his support for RECOM, as well as his openness to find 
appropriate ways to maintain and accelerate this important process.

At a press conference following the meeting with President Vujanovic, Professor Zdravko Grebo 
said that the Initiative for the Regional Commission for the establishment of facts about the victims 
of the wars in the former Yugoslavia (RECOM) had no aspiration whatsoever to become a judicial 
institution. “The ICTY and national courts for war crimes exist to do that. Further, RECOM won’t 
deal with establishing the causes and consequences of the wars,” said Professor Grebo.

Executive Director of the Humanitarian Law Center, Natasa Kandic, said it was high time for 
the RECOM Initiative to move from the sphere of civil society to the sphere of politics, because 
states, governments and parliaments could make the idea of RECOM a reality.

“We chose Podgorica as the first place to present our Regional Advocacy Team. We introduced 
the team to President Vujanovic and asked for his political support to help us move the RECOM 
process to the political level,” said Kandic.

President Independent Journalists’ Association of Vojvodina, Dinko Gruhonjic, said that he had 
been part of the Coalition for RECOM from the outset and that dealing with the past was our 
duty to future generations. 
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Journalist Dragoljub Dusko Vukovic said that the task for RECOM was to answer the five 
journalistic questions about the war: ‘Who, Where, When, What and How.’ The ‘Why’ would be 
left to historians, sociologists and various interpreters, because the first and most important task 
was to determine the facts, something that made the Initiative for RECOM unique, he said.

At a ceremony on the occasion of 
International Human Rights Day, on 
December 10, 2011, the winners of 
the 2011 Krunoslav Sukic Award for 
the promotion of peace, nonviolence 
and human rights were announced. 
Among this year’s laureates was Veljko 
Vicevic, who received his award ‘for 
the opening and establishment of 
a dialogue between war veterans’ 
associations and civil society 
organizations, particularly in relation 

to regional processes of dealing with the past and the Initiative for RECOM.’ Veljko Vicevic is an 
active member of the Association of Volunteers and War Veterans of the Homeland War, who 
greatly assisted in shaping RECOM’s Draft Statute.

The Coalition has launched a new phase in 
order to transform the Initiative for RECOM 
into an inter-state project for transitional 
justice.
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Hypermnesia, a play directed by Selma Spahic, has been performed throughout the former 
Yugoslavia. The play is a co-production of the Heartefact Fund and the BITEF Theater, and was 
made to promote the Initiative for RECOM. In 2011, at the 51st MESS International Festival in 
Sarajevo, Hypermnesia was awarded the Grand Prix by the jury of the International Association 
of Theatre Critics (IATC). Shortly thereafter, the play was invited to represent the region at one of 
the most important European theater festivals, the Biennale in Wiesbaden. 

Below are excerpts from two articles on Hypermnesia.
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The painstaking inventory of the soul

Eight actors – Ermin Bravo, Jelena Curuvija-Djurica, Maja Izetbegovic, Tamara Krcunovic, Damir 
Kustura, Sanin Milavic, Milica Stefanovic and Alban Ukaj – create a story about their childhood 
on the basis of imaginary letters they write to their parents. From this autobiographical material, 
grows a play which explores difficult personal moments that the actors experienced in their 
lives: fleeing from war, one of them addicted to drugs, another watched his classmates being 
killed, the third witnessed his parents’ divorce, while the fourth felt she was alone in the world. 
Actress Jelena Curuvija-Djurica told how she lost her father Slavko Curuvija, a journalist who was 
assassinated at the beginning of the bombing of Serbia, while Maja Izetbegovic recalled not being 
admitted to the first grade because she had a ‘wrong’ last name.

As an Albanian from Kosovo, I had many bad experiences with the Serbian police. In this production, 
talking about it, I realized that I must overcome my own bitterness and my black-and-white image of 
the world, and simply voice what had happened to me. For this I needed a lot of energy, says Alban Ukaj.

Bojan Munjin, theater critic and writer 

Hypermnesia in Podgorica, November 7, 2011 

The messages that this play carries are 
intellectually interesting for us and emotionally 
challenging. By identifying the private with 
the political, it bravely opens some difficult 
issues that we in Montenegro can feel more 
or less intimately, but it is an undeniable fact 
that decisions about precisely these issues 
significantly affected all of our great local stories. 

Crimes must not be forgotten, and the facts must be established in an objective and systematic 
manner, which requires a number of different perspectives, empathy and openness to a different 
truth. And this includes all those who have faced their personal traumas, whatever their scale, and 
went on, cathartically strengthened by a scar of that experience.

Political theater is not yet developed in Montenegro’s culture. Lack of activism or artistic critical 
discourse is, then, not surprising. While waiting for the change to come – a change the existing 
political elite will frantically resist, because somewhere deep down they are aware of their own 
obsolescence – we have to watch our political theaters, every day, in a hyper-real format, and 
without the ‘aesthetics of responsibility,’ while our artists stand on the sidelines, waiting for their 
opportunity, for fame to ‘happen’ to them, all the while sipping their drink, sublimely despising 
everything around them.

Daliborka Uljarevic, Executive Director of the Center for Civic Education (CGO)

In their work, the regional advocates can rely 
not only on the support of 542,660 citizens, who 
supported the Initiative with their signatures, 
and not just on the 155 renowned artists and 
intellectuals from the region who in a separate 
letter to heads of states in the region supported 
the establishment of RECOM, but also on 
the support of more than 1,800 collective or 
individual members of the Coalition.
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Masel Group, one of the leading advertising agencies working with public transport providers 
in Serbia, believes that “RECOM is greatly important for all peoples of the Balkans.” To show 
its support for RECOM, Masel Group  placed  advertisements on  trams on  lines 2 and 9 in 
Belgrade, showing the RECOM Initiative’s logo, through to the end of December 2011.
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In an article posted on Zeri’s website, Nora Ahmetaj, Director of the Center for Researching, 
Documenting and Publishing (CRDP) from Kosovo, explains the essence of the concept of 
‘transitional justice.’ Below is an excerpt from the article which can be read in full at http://www.
zeri.info/blogi/teksti/nora-ahmetaj/130/:

How will people who have been traumatized by war and serious human rights violations regain 
confidence in their fellow citizens and state institutions? Can people forget and overcome a violent 
past filled with so much suffering and build a shared and peaceful future? On a theoretical level, there 

is a conflict between the retributive or penal 
concept of justice on the one hand, and the 
restorative or corrective concept of justice on 
the other. Legal experts argue that a victim finds 
peace only when the offender is appropriately 

punished, or when they are convicted for the misdeed he committed. But from an emotional and psycho-
social standpoint, the victim does not find peace through the criminal conviction of the perpetrator. 
The victim or survivor finds peace only when their pain and suffering are publicly accepted and 
recognized, when the victim’s dignity is restored either by compensation from the perpetrator (the right 
to reparation), or with an apology, which is also known as symbolic reparation. Restorative justice strives 
to emphasize and correct the damage resulting from criminal conduct. When victims, perpetrators and 
members of society come together to find a solution, the results can be transformative.

A truth commission is a mechanism that can lead to genuine investigation and reporting on the 
periods in the recent past when the most serious crimes were committed. Although a number 
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of victims and missing persons from Kosovo refrained from supporting this initiative, Kosovo 
turned out to be the second largest country in the region by the number of participants in the 
Coalition for RECOM, with more than 300 individuals, non-governmental organizations, media, 
researchers and representatives of religious communities supporting this initiative.

Our next task is to institutionalize RECOM. RECOM representatives in Kosovo advocate for this 
task by establishing contacts with senior government officials, ministers and municipal mayors, 
and recently they were received by the President of Kosovo, Atifeta Jahjaga, and Prime Minister, 
Hashim Thaci, who promised to give their support for this initiative.

DEBATES

Following the news that the President of Montenegro Filip Vujanovic had received a delegation 
from the Initiative for RECOM, 

Srdja Pavlovic and Dusko Vukovic exchanged opinions on the portal PCNEN. Below are their 
texts and replies taken from the portal. A slightly amended version of Srdja Pavlovic’s text was 
published in Podgorica daily newspaper Vijesti, on December 15, 2011.

Srdja Pavlovic 

Dealing with the past indeed means all the things that Vujanovic’s guests mentioned above: 
determining the facts of the crimes committed in our area, ‘who, where, when, what and how’. 
The problem emerges, however, when the answer to the question ‘who’ gets confined to direct 
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perpetrators, and when it entirely ignores the political elite that created the conditions for those 
crimes to be committed. Public disclosure of facts about the crimes is necessary, but it is wrong 
to condition this process on political agreement with the elites who to a large extent created the 
war. Respect for victims must, of course, be expressed, and murderers must be identified and 
punished, but it is wrong to end the story of reconciliation there. To determine whether, and to 
what extent, the political elite, including that in Montenegro, to which Mr. Vujanovic belongs, 
contributed to the crimes, is an integral part of reconciliation. This is not the usurpation of the 
courts’ jurisdiction, but a recognition of how the complexity of Yugoslavia’s disintegration, and 
the expression of the moral imperative that culprits be publicly denounced and identified . To 
compartmentalize the process of reconciliation in the way suggested by Professor Grebo and 
other ‘public advocates’ reveals a poorly disguised political compromise with the war elites. 
RECOM’s task should be to establish the truth so that different interpretations of the war in 
our region are avoided. Once the truth about the crimes gets transferred to the much-desired 
‘political level’, it will cease to be a part of the reconciliation process and will instead become part 
of the efforts to abolish the responsibility of the political elite.

Dusko Vukovic

Dear Srdja, 
The way you see the idea of creating RECOM is legitimate, but I fear it does not have much in 
common with transitional justice, which RECOM’s advocates have in mind. RECOM’s task is to 
collect and publish the facts about war crimes and all other human rights violations. Together 
with the facts that have already been collected and those to be revealed in the future, this new 
collection of facts will, hopefully, clearly disclose everyone’s guilt and responsibility.

Thousands of signatories and supporters of the Initiative for RECOM, along with a group of us 
who will be advocating this idea and conveying it to political decision-makers in the region, are 
not making any kind of compromise, much less political, with anyone. Accusations of alleged 
compromise would have been well-founded only if, for the purpose of finding and revealing the 
facts, we were to advocate the removal of the criminal, political and moral responsibility of those 
whose acts enabled the crimes and human rights abuses. We do not do that, nor do we intend to. 
Cooperation with state institutions at a regional level is necessary to determine the facts about 
the crimes, particularly from the perspective of victims.
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Theatre and film director Dino Mustafic used the form of a short documentary film to translate his 
personal memories and thoughts about renowned actors, directors, writers and publicists from the 
region and the importance of facts and reconciliation to their creativity. The film was produced by 
the Coalition for RECOM. Below are some of their thoughts transcribed from the film.

Branko Cvejic, an actor from Serbia: Of course, we all tend to suppress some memories: as if 
something that happened never really happened... It is not true that we, here, didn’t know about 
the siege of Sarajevo. We knew what was happening in Sarajevo, but because we were constantly 
bombarded – though skillfully dosed – by the media about what was going on there, it was as if it 
wasn’t happening... until a friend of mine told me on the phone – and this was the time when you 
could still use phones with Sarajevo: “Is it possible that you won’t do anything? Is it really possible 
that you do not know what is going on here?” And then – some ridiculed us for it later – about a 
hundred or a hundred and fifty of us actors, took to the main street and just sat there, and sat for 
several hours in silent protest. Traffic was stopped because of that in the entire city, but I don’t 
know if we succeeded to make anyone think about what was going on, whether we managed to 
make some people think about it a bit.

Mira Furlan, an actress from Croatia: First, the truth must be established, and we must know who is 
guilty and how much... I know this from my own experience – that without this, there can be no recovery 
and no moving on. And the truth is heavy, because the truth involves and requires that a person looks 
himself in the face and look at his own mistakes, his own omissions and wrong assessments.

Branko Baletić, a director from Montenegro: Although it is our duty to explain to ourselves what 
really happened to our country, what happened to all of us, I think we, unfortunately, have no 
strength to do that. And therefore, since we have failed to uncover the full truth, justice can hardly 
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be served – justice can be served only by the full truth. People tend to avoid this, and I will even 
give you an example. For instance, there is a five-hour long TV series about the war in Dubrovnik. 
I worked on it, and I think it is very important that we, the Montenegrins, made it. I understood 
back then that many of us would not want to be confronted with it, but I did not understand that 
the victims, too, did not want to be faced with it. And this only shows that people are not ready – 
and it goes further into my first question – to remember it, let alone to face it. Somehow we brush 
things under the carpet, and it’s no wonder all this happened to us in the last twenty years, and this 
creates a presumption that it might happen again.

Shkelzen Maliqi, a publicist from Kosovo: The truth is a little easier to reach – it can be 
investigated, facts can be determined – but justice... I think that justice is attainable, but there are 
many cases when, in the absence of evidence, because crimes are often committed in the dark, and 
in some situations, especially in a war, when there are not many witnesses, many manage to escape 
justice. But symbolically, and not just symbolically, but through all available procedures, all cases 
of proven crimes must be processed.

Branimir Popovic, an actor from Montenegro: The truth is old, the truth is ugly, but in my 
opinion, it is ugly to those who do not want to know it.

Zoran Predin, a musician from Slovenia: Truth is painful because everyone has his own truth, 
and would like to experience it in his own way. Two different people with different opinions have 
different versions of the  truth. It’s hard to be objective in this regard and to say what some general 
truth should be.

Alma Prica, an actress from Croatia: You, who have hurt an ordinary man, do not be so certain of 
your own fate. The poet remembers. You can not kill him – new poets are coming. All deeds will be 
recorded, all conversations.
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Public hearings of victims are an essential mechanism and one of the main goals for future 
RECOM. Public testimony brings into focus and public attention the often forgotten victims 
(rather than perpetrators) and thus, through their life narratives, victims and their relatives 
witnesses and condemn the crimes.

Smail Durakovic was in Bosnia and Herzegovina during the war, detained in the camps in Susica 
and Batkovic. When a public hearing of victims 
was organized as part of the Third Regional 
Forum on the mechanisms for establishing 
the facts about the war crimes in the former 
Yugoslavia, he shared with participants his memories of the days that forever changed his life. 
Below is an excerpt from his heartbreaking story.

I was born in Vlasenica, and lived there for some time. I moved away. Then I went abroad. In 1986 
I came back. My wife was with me at the time. We did not have children. We worked, saved money, 
and returned. We gained something. We had a lot of friends, Serbs, Muslims and all others. We 
lived a quiet life. With my neighbors, the Serbs, with Nedeljko and Dusko, I went to many family 
celebrations, and often sat at the head of their table as a guest of honor. They were good to me. 
Then that damn war happened. I remained in Vlasenica at the insistence of my late wife, who said: 
“Well, we have not done anything to anyone. Why should we go?“ But that’s not how it was later. 
Things began to happen on April 21... when, I believe, a Novi Sad Corps arrived to to Vlasenica. [...] 
Four young men came to me. The oldest was about 25 years, he was their leader and the only one 
in a military uniform... fully dressed ... you know, in a camouflage uniform, while others were only 
partially ... two wore some scorpions, the other two had Kalashnikovs. I stepped out of the house. 
We’d always kept the door open so that they didn’t have to break in. They began to bang on the 
door. I went down and said: “The door is open, come in.” I asked them: “Do you have a warrant?” 
To which they laughed and replied: “We do not need a warrant. We are special police.” They 
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came in. Began interrogating me – this, that, where are the weapons, and so on. I was a hunter. I 
immediately handed over the rifle. In the morning, when they took Vlasenica, they ordered that all 
weapons be surrendered. I had a shotgun, which I immediately gave in and I had nothing else. And 
then they started interrogating me, this and that, again. They started beating me. Several times 
I lost consciousness. Then I was tied, taken down to the ground floor, and then I heard my wife 
screaming. One of them had very light hair, almost white. The young man was in his early twenties. 
He came into the room and said: “Come and see.” And I went. One by one, they gang-raped her. 
She was screaming. And when it was all over, she was delirious. She shouted, “Kill me, kill me.” And 
oene of them said, “No, we’ll need you again.” Then they started rummaging through the house, 
throwing pots, trying to find something. This was one of the 14 times that they came. My neighbor’s 
son saved me. One evening, sometime around 3a.m. Bjeli orlovi [White Eagles] came, wearing black 
... they had camouflage uniforms and black berets with a white eagle insignia. They came in a van, 
turned on the lights, and surrounded the house. We saw it all from the house. They said to go with 
them. I knew they would take me somewhere. And they took me down to the police station where 
a man named Kraljevic was in charge. They interrogated me there, and then took me down to the 
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basement, the place where fire extinguishers used to be re-filled before. Some men came in while 
I was there. Some tried to hit me. Some did. I was down there, and they let me go after that. The 
same thing happened several more times, and then they took me to a camp. Dragan Nikolic Jenki 
was the camp commander. In The Hague he has been sentenced to many years. I saw the killing, 
harassment, fighting, a lot. [...] After a while, other people, women, children started passing through 
the camp. Some would disappear. You could hear the shooting coming from a pit [... ] I had deep 
wounds, small wounds all over my arms. We did not bathe, we did not change clothes, we had lice 
even between our toes and in all other places. [...] Yet, there was one positive bit. There were some 
Gypsies in Batkovic who were also part of the army. Like other army people, they could take us 
to do work for them. But they took care of us, saw that we didn’t get overworked, gave us things to 
eat, to drink, to wash with. Their wives gave us... they did not have enough towels, so they tore each 
towel in half and gave them to us. I want to say this: that there are good people everywhere. [...] 
Here in my house they kept a brothel, the pictures from it went around the world. There they kept 
women and girls. Here I have the list of their names. My wife was killed on September 13, 1992. 
Here, look. A wound.... [...] At the end, I just want to say this. I would like this to teach us a lesson 
– that this must never again happen to anyone. I have never hurt a fly in my life, nor would I want 
to. I do not want revenge. I have ... I know the people who killed her. All of them. And who did me so 
much harm. But that should serve them. That’s as much as I have to say.

(Public hearing of victims, the Third Regional Forum on the mechanisms for establishing the facts 
about the war crimes in the former Yugoslavia, February 11-12, 2008, Belgrade)
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